


We at Suremark® are grateful for your service to those in need of healing and positive energy. With this in mind, we have focused

intensely on creating new PRECISION SKIN MARKING PRODUCTS that not only address the needs of technologists and doctors,

but also provide a few moments of levity from the stress of medical procedures. With the overwhelming success of our ComfortMark™

and BeautyLine™ products, we have seen what many health care professionals are calling the "Suremark® Butterfly Effect."

We've carried this good feeling into our newest product offerings for MRI, radiation therapy, and children's CT scan procedures.

The butterfly is one of the most emblematic symbols of personal transformation. In many traditions throughout the world, it represents 

renewal, rebirth, health and healing. Secondary meanings include lightness of being, playfulness, joy, and tuning into the emotional or

spiritual. For Suremark®, the butterfly represents caring and understanding; that patients and their care-givers find themselves

in difficult situations, and a kind word with a beautiful butterfly can go a long way.

Suremark® was the first to develop and offer a complete line of environmentally safe, NON-METALLIC precision skin markers to

the medical industry, and our LATEX-FREE labels are designed and manufactured to be the finest quality available anywhere.

From our advanced label adhesive, to our precise marker placement, Suremark® labels are guaranteed to be the best performing

markers you have ever used. You can be confident that all Suremark® marking systems will stay where you put them, the first

time, and show up clearly and consistently in all of your medical imaging applications.

Through our experience, Suremark® has implemented many manufacturing techniques that greatly improve efficiency, resulting in

substantial savings over competing brands, and all Suremark® labels are backed by an unconditional money-back guarantee

within one year of purchase.

Thank you for being a part of the care-giving community. 



“Stick ‘n Scan” Cone Beam Markers. With Scaneez™ precision 

denture marking systems, there is no longer a need to duplicate

dentures. Scaneez™ markers save on lab bills and chair time, allowing

dentists to create the treatment plan and start the case during the

consultation visit. 

Packaged with 110 markers per box

All 7 boxes together at a significant discount.

Kit includes two of each label.

With the Scaneez™

“Stick ‘n Scan” technology, 

you save time and money.

Easy on, easy off. 

Patented & LATEX-FREE



Actual Size: 6.4mm

VF-10

Non-sterile
for external use

SF-10

DentalMark™ Marking System

Designed specifically for the dental industry. For a variety of uses

in facial marking, denture marking, and guided surgery.

SF-10 is ideal for use with Conventional Cephalometrics.

VF-10 is ideal for Cone Beam CT.

VF-20 is ideal for Denture Cone Beam CT.

Packaged with 110 markers per box. Scan Dot - 50 markers per box.

VF-20

DM-8

ScanDots™ 

“Thinner than a pixel™”, ScanDots™ DentalMarks improve CBCT

flange and denture base scanning. The ScanDots™ standardized size

(2mm) offers real-time precision data for more accurate decision making. 

Packaged with 110 markers per box.
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